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THE APP THAT DECIPHERS THE UNDECIPHERABLE
How to ﬁnd your way through a jungle of
food labels in order to choose products
that are good for your health? This was
what Benoit asked himself a=er taking a
closer look at the ingredients found in
the products he had bought for his
children.

« You need a degree to be able
to decipher the labels! »
With his brother François and his friend
Julie, he decided to make the ingredient
list more transparent so that consumers
can make more informed choices, hence
the applicaDon Yuka was therefore born
in January 2017.
In a single scan, Yuka provides an overall
evalua9on of the health impact of
products.
This evaluaDon is
accompanied by a visual color-coded
indicator and a more detailed analysis of
each product. When the product has a
negaDve impact, Yuka recommends
similar products that are healthier.
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In light of a very strong demand from
users, Yuka also decided to start
analyzing cosme9cs and hygiene
products back in June 2018.
The applicaDon has grown at a fast pace
since its launch. In June 2020, three
years and a half a=er its launch, it passed
the 18 million users mark.
Yuka’s mission goes beyond just helping
users choose healthier products.
UlDmately Yuka wants to turn consumers
into consump9on inﬂuencers.

« Giving back the power
to consumers .»
The objecDve is through more informed
choices, consumers drive manufacturers
to oﬀer beNer products. Since its launch,
Yuka has already witnessed many
changes to the ingredients found in
products; for instance, controversial
addiDves have been removed by several
brands.

« I SCAN
SO
I AM »

YUKA’S IMPACT

YUKA IMPACT MEASUREMENT
In September 2019 Yuka published an impact measurement that was performed with 230,000 users and
21 manufacturers.
All the results are available here.
USER SIDE : KEY FIGURES
The study reveals that Yuka not only helps the users choose beNer products, but contributes more
globally to put food back to the heart of their concerns:
• 92% of users put products back on the shelf when the grade shows as red in the app.
• 83% of users buy less but with beNer quality.
• 84% of users buy more raw products and 78% more organic products.
MANUFACTURER: IMPORTANT TESTIMONIALS
The study also reveals that 90% of users are convinced that Yuka can push brands to oﬀer beNer
products. Concrete proof was provided by the statements of 21 manufacturers:
•21 food and cosmeDc companies have stated that Yuka has impacted the formulaDon of their products.
They include Nestlé France, Monoprix, Garancia, Unilever, Caudalie, Leclerc, Fleury Michon and
Intermarché.
•These companies provided concrete examples of products whose composiDon has been improved
thanks to Yuka.
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FOOD PRODUCT ANALYSIS
The product raDng is based on 3 criteria:
• Nutri9onal quality represents 60% of
the score and is based on the European
Nutri-Score calculaDon method.
• The presence of addi9ves represents
30% of the score: our reference is based
on the latest scienDﬁc data. We take into
account the opinions of European Food
Safety Authority, French Agency for
Food Safety (ANSES), IARC as well as
many independent studies.
• The organic aspect represents 10% of
the score and is based on whether or not
it has the European organic label.
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This raDng is performed in a completely
neutral and independent manner.
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RecommendaDons are also selected
imparDally.
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AlternaDves are selected using an
algorithm that takes into account 3
criteria: the product category in order to
recommend a product that resembles the
iniDal product as close as possible, the
product ra9ng in order to recommend
only highly-rated products, and product
availability for recommendaDons that can
be found easily in stores. No brand can
inﬂuence these recommendaDons.
Yuka analyses food products that have a
barcode, all brands combined. Some
products however are not analyzed
because of their speciﬁc composiDon:
alcohol, infant milks, protein powders,
etc.

COSMETIC PRODUCT ANALYSIS
In response to the high demand from
users for Yuka over the course of various
months, on 27 June 2018 Yuka launched
the analysis of cosmeDcs and hygiene
products. This feature has been
integrated into the exisDng applicaDon
and is completely free.

The level of risk is determined according
to the latest scienDﬁc data, based in
parDcular on the studies of the ScienDﬁc
CommiNee on Consumer Safety (SCCS),
IARC and the SIN list and many
independent studies.

Yuka thus conDnues its mission of
making the composi9on of products
more transparent. Our raDng is based on
the analysis of all the ingredients present
in the product.
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Each ingredient is assigned a risk level
based on its proven or suspected eﬀects:
endocrine disruptor, carcinogen,
allergen, etc.
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It must be said that while the food
product labels are diﬃcult to understand,
it is even more challenging for cosmeDc
products as the ingredients are wriKen
using their scien9ﬁc names… in La9n!
As with food, when a product has a bad
raDng, Yuka provides a completely
impar9al recommenda9on for a similar
healthier alternaDve that contains fewer
controversial ingredients.

WATERTIGHT IMPARTIALITY
Apart from the premium version, we also
have three other sources of income:

ADVERTISING BANNED ON THE APP

MEANING ABOVE ALL
With Yuka, we are commiNed to creaDng
a meaningful project. Our primary goal is
to maximize our posi9ve impact on
companies before maximizing our
revenue. This philosophy stems from our
involvement with the Ticket for Change
program in 2016. This is why we refuse
any funding that could come from brands
or distributors. In the same way, we do
not exploit or resell any of our users'
data. The content of our user’s
refrigerator is a well kept secret!
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The raDng of food and cosmeDc
products, like the recommendaDons, is
based on a completely impar9al
algorithm that no brand can inﬂuence.
Two diﬀerent brand products with
idenDcal ingredients always have the
same raDng in Yuka. In addiDon, for
recommendaDons, Yuka oﬀers up to 10
alternaDves that can be ﬁltered by a
distributor.

• A book « The guide to healthy
ea9ng » (in French only) sold on our site
and in all French bookstores.

YUKA HAS DEVELOPPED
A HEALTHY BUSINESS MODEL
ENABLING IT TO
REMAIN 100% INDEPENDENT
HEALTHY FINANCING

THE IMPARTIAL RATING
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
ARE DONE IN A
COMPLETELY NEUTRAL MANNER

Yuka is funded through four sources of
income. Our ﬁrst source of ﬁnancing is
the premium version of the applicaDon. It
is a paid version (€ 15 / year) that allows
access to addiDonal features: oﬄine
mode, search bar to search for a product
without having to scan it, customizable
alerts based on food preferences.

• Our calendar of seasonal fruits and
vegetables (only available for France), to
hang or put in the kitchen. It is sold on
our site.
• Our Nutri9on Program (in French only)
sold on our blog. This program aims to
teach the fundamentals of a healthy diet
within 10 weeks.

A SIGNIFICANT DATABASE
1,500,000 PRODUCTS LISTED IN THE YUKA DATABASE
Yuka has been building its own database since January 2018. It currently has
1.5 million products registered (including 70% of food products and 30% of
cosmeDc products).
Two sources of informaDon feed into this database:
1) The contribu9ons of users, who can provide informaDon directly through
the applicaDon about products not recognized by Yuka by adding photos of
the products and their composiDon. Many control systems guarantee the
accuracy of the informaDon. More than 2000 contribuDons per day are
registered.
2) The contribu9ons of the brands. Today we work with many brands and
industrial groups in the transmission of product data. This informaDon
corresponds to what is required to be indicated on the product labels:
therefore, there is no conﬂict of interest.

A TIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
To ensure the informaDon that appears in the applicaDon is correct, Yuka has
put in place controls. First, there are many automa9c controls in the
applicaDon that detects erroneous or inconsistent data and prevents them
from being entered.
Second, three people work full 9me in the database. They verify the data of
the products and are responsible for correcDng them when necessary. They
also control daily contribuDons and prohibit users from inpupng incorrect
informaDon and block them so they can no longer use the app.
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THE TEAM BEHIND THE CARROT
Julie Chapon is in charge of
markeDng, customer service
and content creaDon.
She iniDally spent 5 years as a consultant
supporDng companies with their digital
transformaDon before joining this more
meaningful entrepreneurial adventure.
She managed to get 14 million people to
download the app without spending any
money on adverDsing. She is passionate
about nutri9on and loves to write
arDcles on the subject! She also values
women entrepreneurship, especially in
Tech.

François Mar9n leads the
technical aspects of Yuka. He is
parDcularly responsible for the
development of the iOS app, the
backend and the infrastructure. The geek
of the team has always been an
entrepreneur at heart: on leaving school
he created a web
Crédits : Evelyne
de Brauw

agency with two friends. He spent 6
years developing websites and mobile
apps for associaDons and entrepreneurs.
He then wanted to use these skills to
build his own project. He is also a design
enthusiast, keen to create a beauDful
and easy to use applicaDon.

Benoit Mar9n is in charge of
developing the Android App.
He is also François’s big
brother, hence the
ressemblance. Before Yuka,
Benoit worked in banking and insurance
for 10 years. A=er this he sought a
complete transforma9on by devoDng
himself to an itch that he had never been
able to scratch: coding. He thus followed
online training and learned to code in a
few months, before releasing the
applicaDon on Android. He is also the
father of three wonderful children,
thanks to them he gets to work early.
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THE EUROPEAN SUCCESS IN NUMBERS

1,5M

REFERENCED PRODUCTS
70% in food and
30% in cosmeDcs
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COUNTRIES
France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg,
Spain, United Kingdom, Ireland, Canada,
United States, Australia, Italy

5M
20M

1,5M

UNIQUE VISITORS
on the blog each month,
accessible from the website

PRODUCTS
scanned daily

USERS
as of November 2020

55

SCANS / SECOND

averaged over 24h with peaks at
100 scans / second

A HUGE MEDIA COVERAGE IN EUROPE
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Julie CHAPON
Co-Founder
julie.chapon@yuka.io

Ophélia BIERSCHWALE
Press Officer
ophelia@yuka.io
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